
THOMAS RODE COMBINES FUNCTIONAL 
TRAINING WITH COOKING SCHOOL IN KØKKEN REX

Kurhotel Skodsborg invites you to join them for functional training, world class wellness and the opportunity 
to cook with – and learn from – former Michelin-starred Chef, Thomas Rode, now Functional Lifestyle 

Mentor at the innovative spa hotel.

In Køkken Rex (Kitchen Rex) – the spa hotel’s newly built show kitchen – you can chop, cut and cook 
with Thomas Rode, while learning about healthy, nutritious and tasty food.

HEALTHY, NUTRITIOUS AND VERY, VERY GOOD

“We will do anything it takes to convince our guests that Kurhotel Skodsborg is the place for getting a tough – but 
loving and knowledgeable – treatment from our Fitness Instructors, enjoy relaxing world class wellness and afterwards 

drink and eat very, very well – but still healthy and nutritious,”  says Thomas Rode.

COMBINES MODERN DESIGN AND UNIQUE CRAFTMANSHIP

Køkken Rex, the brainchild of Thomas Rode, is a newly built show kitchen in the basement of Kurhotel 
Skodsborg’s Villa Rex, which originally housed King Frederik 7th’s banquets and state meetings.

Today Villa Rex is known as an atmospheric place to have parties and meetings.

Thomas Rode has designed Køkken Rex in collaboration with kitchen suppliers, Gaggenau, Cabinet-
maker Eigil Hedegaard and Scandinavian brand house Thuesen Jensen.

THE GUESTS DECIDE THE MENU

Køkken Rex has room for 16 guests, who cook with Thomas Rode – or another of Kurhotel  
Skodsborg’s renowned Chefs, such as Head Chef Erik Kroun.

An additional 16 guests can entertain themselves over a glass of wine – or a mocktail – and enjoy the 
result of the workshop in the kitchen.

The guests decide the menu, and it can focus on simple, healthy and nutritious food or gourmet food 
with wines matched by Head Sommelier Thilde Maarbjerg. This makes Køkken Rex an ideal setting 

for personalized meetings, training sessions or private gatherings.
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“MAKE THE MOST OF LIFE”

“As we inaugurate Køkken Rex our guests have the possibility for goal-oriented, entertaining and instructive inspira-
tion to leading a healthier life in their everyday lives,”  says Mai Kappenberger, CEO at Kurhotel Skodsborg.

“We build our spa philosophy on our founder, Dr Carl Ottosen’s, principles about the healthy life:
 light, air, water, nutrition, exercise and rest. The same principles which our highly trained team has developed into 
new, efficient treatments which fulfill our modern desire to be in good physical shape, take care of ourselves and make 

the most of life,” elaborates Mai Kappenberger.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT KØKKEN REX

We invite you to contact Walther Griesé at walther@skodsborg.dk or cell phone +45 2711 2748 for 
further information, high resolution photos or to arrange a visit at Køkken Rex.

MORE ABOUT
KURHOTEL SKODSBORG

Kurhotel Skodsborg is an international spa hotel based on simple Nordic traditions, where nature, 
history and beauty join forces with knowledge, passion and innovation.The spa hotel was founded in 
1898, and is situated between the ocean and the forest, bordering onto one of the most exquisite nature 
reserves in Denmark – yet only a 20-minute drive from the centre of Copenhagen. The philosophy of 
the spa hotel is based on its founder, Dr Carl Ottosen’s, principles about the healthy life, and the hotel’s 

spa offers unique spa and fitness facilities in buildings designed by Henning Larsen Architects.

Find more information at skodsborg.dk
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